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  Any day that sees a baby born, another bright idea has taken form. 

  That was there awaiting clearance before making an appearance. 

  And it may have been around before,  

  Hoping someone would unlatch the door; 

  For it needs an invitation from some partners in creation. 

  To cross the threshold of the journey; and begin a brand new story  

    Intending to be told, as the fruit and flower unfold,  

Dependent on the root and branch. 

Germination of the seed fills a universal need;   

But not everybody gets a chance. 

 

On our travels through the land of time, misguided by an ever-vacillating mind, 

We long to cling to something constant, till we declare it non-existent. 

Human race no body born can win. Being sewn into our suits of skin. 

Too much abuse to rise above.  Forgetting our true source is only love. 

We’ve grown attached to feeling small and helpless since we first began to crawl.  

      Dreaming through our days and nights, by two different shades of light, 

     Made to wonder which is right or wrong. 

It’s a battle to survive, struggle just to stay alive  

On a planet ruled by the strong.      

Somehow knowing we don’t quite belong. 

 

(Meanwhile, somewhere else entirely  . . . ) 

 

Off the playing field of the senses.   

There are no more past or future tenses. 

Human Life is all imagination.   

Except for breathing in and expiration. 

  



  Here outside the frame of formed existence           (everything is number) 

There is no attraction or resistance     (nothing only wonder) 

River time is no more downward flowing                     (all is now or never) 

Only Ocean’s timeless, wordless knowing              (pure and free forever) 

     Love unchanging all alone aware                       (now we may remember) 

All I need already everywhere        (energy or matter) 

On the still point at the centre                        (here is where we enter) 

There is no one left who must surrender                     (now we know we’re Knower) 

        So there is no need to keep pretending.              (nor uncomprehending) 

      Because consciousness is never-ending . . .    

      All the while the gods and ghosts are hoping for   

 

A Blessed Human Incarnation.  It’s the only means of liberation. 

Though there’s still no guarantee that one will automatically get free. 

And the soul will be returned, till every lesson has been duly learned. 

From paradise we keep on falling, until we heed the higher calling.  

Choose division or Divinity. Be imprisoned or forever free. 

One day fire will bring you home, making ashes of your bones. 

Never mind, those left behind may cry.  

All your pains have just one cure, it will come you can be sure. 

When we drop this body’s poor disguise;  

and eternity dispels all lies. 

 

 So when you’re finally ready to decide,       (all is now or never)                 

 After every crafty trick’s been tried.             (now we may remember)          

 To live like you’ve already died.                    (here is where we enter) 

 No more rising, falling turning tide.              (nothing only wonder)         

          Now you know the universe inside.     (everything is number) 

          You can quit this hall of mirrors ride . . .            

                   If you grieve and fear to leave this earthly form, 

                   You merely need to be Unborn. 


